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It’s time to...

Change the Rules
to benefit workers
K&S Kewdale drivers are on the picket this
month but only because it is during bargaining.
Any other time, they
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Do you need a HR truck licence?
We offer 1 or 2 day HR-B for $990*
or lessons to suit your requirement

Other transport essentials available
Fatigue Management
Certificate III Driver operations
First Aid
Load Restraint / Secure Cargo
Implement Traffic Management Plan
Forklift
Fire Courses
Supply Fire & First Aid equipment

Call us today to discuss your requirements
Unit 3 / 34 Mumford Place
Balcatta WA 6021
(08) 6180 -8065 / 0427 159 039 RTO 40599

SALES AND SERVICE CENTRE
www.bunburytrucks.com.au

Bunbury Trucks is the south west’s newest and
largest multi-franchised truck dealership. We are
the authorised Sales, Service and Parts dealer
for Hino, Mercedes Benz, Freightliner, Fuso and
a range of Trucks and Buses. We also stock the
south west’s largest range of Quality Used Trucks.

YOUR ONE-STOP-SHOP
IN THE SOUTH WEST
(08) 9725 6880
1 Olive Ct,
Bunbury WA 6230

Published by Perth Advertising Services. Phone 9375 1922. Fax: 9275 2955.

Cracking a Cold One

Sacked for
Speaking Out
A forty year veteran truck driver
and TWU member was recently
given the flick by the company he
was working for after speaking out
about a near miss caught on his
dash camera.

Bevchain endorse offer from management

After drivers at Bevchain
finalise their EA negotiations
Drivers at Bevchain have
nothing to sneeze at
with a good deal done on
their recent EBA.
Drivers endorsed the
offer unanimously with
some
strong
wage
increases,
back
pay
to expiry of old EBA,
healthy Superannuation
updates and a one off
bonus of $650 in year 1
for permanent and casual
employees.

says JASON WALTERS

Redundancy
payouts
have increased to 3
weeks for every year
of service which will
promote loyalty and job
security.

work they did on behalf
of drivers around the
negotiating table.
Strong agreements are
built by strong delegates
who have strong yards.

Plus some extra personal
leave entitlements and
union rights also written
into agreement.

A celebratory drink is in
order for this one boys,
well done!

Delegates Paul Boden
and Ralph Roth are to be
congratulated on all the

TWU (WA) Directory
BRANCH COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT

Tim Dawson
STATE SECRETARY

Ray McMillan
PRESIDENT

• J ohn Davis Vice President
• Bruce Spaul
• Ralph Roth
• Andy Payne
• Bill Nuttall
• Peter Elliott

• John Davis
• Deborah Dunbar
• Mick Cook
• Mick Lawson
• Charlie Nichol
• Jo Woodford

Telephone 1800 657 477 FREE CALL STATEWIDE
Facsimile (Fax) 6313 3099
Website: www.twuwa.org.au
Email: info@twuwa.org.au
Address: Level Three, 82 Beaufort Street Perth, 6000
Postal: PO Box 8497 Perth Business Centre WA 6849
TWU Super 1800 222 071 FREECALL

This member was driving at almost
100km/h on the Brand highway
near Gingin, when a sedan pulled
out in front of the 100 tonne truck.
This sedan then forced our
member on to the wrong side of
the road to avoid a collision – the
best thing he could have done in
that circumstance.
Thankfully, no one was coming in
the other direction at the time.
So our member, thought it wise to
say something, and use the footage
to spread awareness to other road
users about how long it takes for a
loaded truck to slow down.
And called for better education for
road users and harsher penalties
for those who can’t share the road
with trucks.
Unfortunately – after hearing
about the report, the company our
member works for didn’t see eye to
eye about this message of safety.
Despite not mentioning the
company he worked for nor any of
their logos of branding pictured in
the report.
Our member was sacked for
speaking out.
SHAME – especially in a world that
demands greater awareness of
these issues.
It’s some version of a democracy
when you do the right thing and get
punished for it.
The major company our member
was working for, operates out of
Perth, Kalgoorlie and the Northern
Territory with offices in Broome.
This operator clearly has something
up its nose if it sacked an employee
for doing the right thing.
We have no doubt our member will
score new work in the near future.
Probably at a company that values
their employees and their safety.
Thanks for saying something
mate.
The Wheel Spring 2017
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Change the
Draconian Ru
That are controlling
Australian Transport Workers

What HAS changed in the last 120
years?

have dignity and security when it comes
your time to retire.

These entitlements were not won
easily.

Not a whole lot!

I am determined to make sure that your
union meets these goals for Transport
Workers that together we strive every
day to meet these goals.

There has never been a single condition
or wage increase given up willingly by
employers in the last 120 years.

The drive to the bottom forcing transport
workers to accept only what big
businesses want to give them and the
rate cutters helping by undermining
Union rates.
The failure of free market forces in the
Road Transport Industry has led to
unsafe practices, 100’s of truck drivers
dying on Australian roads because of
inaction by Governments and the greed
of big business.
We were promised the fruits of our
labour in the form of a neoliberal policy
revolution.
But all that came were union-busting
laws, the introduction of goods and
services tax, extensive privatisation,
reduced youth wages, drastic cuts to
unemployment benefits and gutting of
the public health system.
The TWU believes that the needs of
our members must always be our first
priority.
For our members we seek well paid,
secure and safe employment so that
YOU come home safe every day and

2
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It is not easy standing up to bully bosses
or fighting to improve your wages and
conditions or simply getting paid your
legal entitlements.
Yes, it takes courage to stand up. Some
say you should take it or leave it or move
on if you’re not happy.
Well that is not the Australian or the TWU
way.
It is time to Stand up, fight back and
Change the Rules.
Unionists are not faint hearted. Especially
TWU members who have always stood
together.
Those who had the courage to fight for
what is now taken for granted by so
many.
Union-won entitlements like Annual
leave, 38 hour weeks, overtime,
shift allowance, maternity leave,
Superannuation so that you can retire
with dignity, Long Service Leave,
domestic violence leave – just to name
a few.

It takes a fight. And it takes strong
leaders to pick that fight.
Yet conservative Governments and big
businesses continue to attack the most
vulnerable workers.
These include the low paid, women
in the workforce, casuals and young
Australian workers.
How will they survive without their
overtime to pay their bills or put food on
the table?
Who will be next?
YOU – yes, they are coming after your
wages and conditions and whatever
they can take off you.
At the same time happy to give away
billions in Tax cuts to their mates in Big
Business.
It’s time to Stand up fight back and
change the rules that were meant to
protect our rights.
It’s time for working people to swing the
pendulum back, fight for stronger rights

Starting tO Change
the Rules
Resolution 078R

Conference calls on the WA Labor
Government to do all that it can to
stop the crisis in the transport industry by
amending the Owner Driver
(Contract and Disputes) Act 2007.

Resolution 065R

Reports from State Secretary

les
TIM DAWSON

‘It is time to
Stand Up
- Fight back
and change
the Rules’
at work to keep up with the growing
power of employers and to reverse the
growing equality in Australia.
If you listened to the Turnbull
Government through the Minister for
Attacking Workers’ wages & conditions,
Michaelia Cash, and Big Business you
would think that being paid a fair day’s
pay for a fair day’s work was a privilege
as they continue to attack hard working
Australians.
Together we need to Change the rules
to protect the wages and conditions of
Australian workers.
Support changing the rules before it is
too late.

State Conference calls on the
State Labor Government to:
1. Ensure that all monies collected
from traffic infringements are
protected and guaranteed to be used
by the Road Safety Commission or
its replacement for the sole
purpose of road safety.
2. Ensure that the sole purpose
for which the RSC was set
up continues.

The following amendments are vital to ensure
transport workers are adequately protected.
1. Enforcement provisions are to be included for 14-day
minimum payments and penalties for non-payment;
2. Enforceable minimum rates that are safe and
sustainable and discourage the ‘race to the bottom’
by those who cut rates to win contracts even if at a
financial loss need to be implemented; and

Resolution 087R

3. Provisions to include protections from
repercussions for those who raise complaints
relating to possible breaches of the Act,
accompanied by education and
training, should be enacted.

Conference calls on the WA Labor
Government to implement changes to
provide greater job security to Governmentcontracted workers through ensuring portability of
all entitlements, especially long service leave
and redundancy when these Government contracts
are awarded to another contractor.
The following resolutions are vital to ensure the portability
of all entitlements for Government-contracted workers
who are employed for State Government work:
1. Insertion of LSL portability provisions into the Long Service
Leave Act 1958 (WA) or the enactment of a new act specifically
applying to LSL entitlements of workers in the Government
contracted industry;

Resolution 219R
2. Implement changes to provide greater job security to
WA Labor will amend the
Government contracted workers ensuring that transmission
Criminal Code Act 1913 to include
of business for State Government contracts state that
a criminal offence for wage theft
all employees continue their employment under
where a director of a business, an
new contractors and
employer and/or owner of a business
knowingly, recklessly or repeatedly
3. Review of current legislation for transmission
underpays the workers they engage.
of business for State Government contracts
This would not have been possible if
to ensure that all these employees’
not for TWU members and those
years of service is
that are also members of the
recognised.
ALP allowing us a number
of delegates at the ALP
conference.
Resolution 088R
State Conference calls on the
State Labor Government to:
1. Allocate funding to provide for additional
security measures inside busses such as
clear protective screens;
2. Impose greater response targets on
Government-contracting security companies, as
well as more security officers and mobile security
being assigned to trouble hotspots; and
3. Implement tougher penalties for individuals
who abuse or assault public sector transport
workers, damage busses or are unruly
whilst using public transport; and
4. Provide added policing
powers for security
guards.

Now is the time to make sure that the
State ALP Government turns these
Motions into law AND we MUST
keep the pressure up. I will be holding
meetings with TWU members
around the State over the next
several months inviting politicians
along to talk directly to you about
what it is they can do for you. Tell
them to turn these Motions into
Law if they want TWU members to
continue supporting them.
I expect Labor Politician’s to support
safe and sustainable rates and a
safe transport industry for Transport
Workers Union members.
The Wheel Spring 2017
The Wheel Spring 2017
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Get connected and join the AJG conversation
@AJG_Australia |
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Our
hardworking
delegates
take back
the rewards
of training

And we still have two training sessions
left before the end of the year
Reports Delegate Developer KARI PNACEK
We have had a lot of fun at our delegates training sessions this year.
They are an opportunity for TWU delegates to build power and network
with likeminded unionists.
And we still have two delegate training sessions left to run this year.
Both on Wednesday and Thursday, held at the CFMEU training centre,
below the TWU offices on Beaufort St.
Intermediate level Delegates training for Delegates who have some
experience in the role and have completed the introductory training course
no less than six month prior, to be held on the 18 and 19 of October.
And an advanced level delegates training on November 29 and 30th.
For experienced Delegates to build on and advance the skills they’ve
learnt in previous training sessions.
I’d highly encourage any delegates who are interested in learning more to
come and check us out.
Please don’t hesitate to give us a call at the office 6313 3000 if we can
assist further.
The Wheel Spring 2017
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Toll Drives a Hard Bargain MICK KNOWLES

LEON RURI

‘After 5 rounds of
bargaining, and Toll’s
relentless digging in
their heels,’...

...TWU members at Toll are over the
moon that their agreement has reached
an in-principle resolution as of this
August.
And Toll management is probably just
as pleased because now they can stop
sweating.
The delegate-led bargaining team had
Toll management up against the ropes
right down to the wire when Toll weren’t
coming to the party and the workers put
the blow torch to their belly and applied
for a protected action ballot.
The ballots were in the post when the inprinciple agreement was reached.
And so if the agreement is any indication
of how sweaty management got, the
wins speak for themselves:
• Secure indemnity insurance of up
to $250 per permanent worker, to
pay for any legal proceedings. This
means that if an employee ever had
an accident that involved a death
or were taken to court following
negligence, the company would

cover their legal costs. This will see
Toll take a greater responsibility of
their supply chain, to ensure they
aren’t the ones paying legal costs for
an accident or loss of life that could
have been avoided.
•P
 arental leave for both parents
- primary caregivers get 18 weeks
leave, plus 5 weeks paid lump sum
on their return to work. Secondary
caregivers get 2 weeks. This is an
increase from having no weeks to
spend with Bub. A great win for
families.
•A
 new policy for Drug detection
tests. The company fought to have
a right to check your urine. But

To say that Tolls’
new CEO Michael Byrne
opened negotiations with a
story of struggle making it
clear that Toll would NOT be
in a position to provide a pay
or super increase members
did very good indeed

,

TIM DAWSON

A fantastic effort from all involved.
A report from State Secretary
HAMMER MELKIC
tim dawson and the team

,

delegates fought back for a simple
saliva test to detect impairment. And
delegates won.
• Tightening up of the full utalisation
clause, casual conversion clause
and redundancy clauses - in the
last agreement they were ambiguous.
Your delegates let a lot of the air out.
So now they’re water tight. These
clauses will ensure casuals have the
choice to convert to permanent
workers at 6 months and that Toll
will engage permanent workers
before they offer casual work.
Also the redundancy clause will
consider voluntaries before forced
redundancies.
• Increased accountabilities for the
bargaining process – management
has an obligation, written into the
agreement, where they must check
in with delegates and consult on how
the agreement is performing. So in
future it’s not a one size fits all, set
and forget. Delegates will get the
opportunity to hold management
to account on the agreements’
performance, and ensure a bottom
up approach. So workers have a
voice in their workplace.
And we haven’t even gotten to most
important part; how do workers’ pay
packets look.

Our WA Toll Delegates Stand Strong!
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Members come out on TOP!

Toll Ipec members vote YES on
the terms of the agreement!

1. An increase of 0.5% Superannuation in the first year of the
agreement backdated from July
2017 (13%)
2. And by July 2019 Superannuation
will increase to 14.75%
3. Both Permanent employees and
subbies receive a one off payment
of $750 at sign on (once agreement
ratified)
4. Next July (2nd year) workers receive
a wage increase of 2%
5. Pay increases of 3% in year 3. .
To say that Toll’s new CEO, Michael
Byrne initially opened negotiations with

A word from
Toll delegate
Charlie
Nichols

a story of struggle for the company’s
fortunes and made it very clear that Toll
would not be in a position to provide a
pay or superannuation increase for the
life of the agreement being negotiated the agreement that reached in-principle
was very good indeed.
TWU Members did a great job of
remaining strong right up to the last
minute.
And together, have secured an
agreement that is stronger than ever
before.
Which includes new wage increases,
more overtime, higher superannuation,

Toll IPEC delegate Charlie Nichols was
part of the National negotiating team
that with your collective strength built
this agreement.
“Guys, we came up with a great deal
overall, especially compared to what
they originally offered us.
I would really like to thank delegates,
Steve Den Ridder and Joel
O’Brien, not only, for all their work

job security for casual employees and a
strong commitment by the company to
consult with workers.
But it is not over until TWU members say
it is over.
It is time that those non-members
joined the TWU and supported their
TWU mates that have fought so hard
to win this great outcome, stop free
loading.
We urge members to hang on to their
ballots until it’s all cleared and goes out
to a vote.
Watch this space.

at bargaining and representing their
yards, but also for supporting me.
Now it’s up to TWU members at Toll
to decide and have your say on the
agreement.
We lost nothing and are taking home
the choccies.
I encourage you to have your say and
get behind it.”

The Wheel Spring 2017
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Meeres Transport:
the Gift that keeps on Giving
t...

if
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If you only received a
pair of socks or jocks
this Father’s Day....
....spare a thought for our Owner Drivers
who work (or at least worked) for Meere’s
Transport out of Bunbury.
We reported on the company, Meere’s
Freightlines, in Spring of 2015, when
they went broke, only to start up again
the next morning under a new name,
Bunbury Refrigerated Freightlines.

Out with the old, busted, in-debt ABN
and in with a new name, new livery and
a fresh new ABN.
And apparently this is allowed, legally
speaking.
If that is law then the law must be
changed.
This is because the people who lose out
in these situations are the hardworking
owners of small businesses, such as
owner-drivers.

‘If that is
law then
the law
must be
changed.’
Meeres article from Spring 2015

UPDATE
FROM
MICK KNOWLES
& TIM DAWSON

The owner-drivers provided their trucks,
their fuel and their labour to the company
only to find that the directors closed
the doors, but then started a “new”
business, under a different ABN, leaving
the owner drivers many thousands of
dollars out of pocket.
There is also a large amount of money
still owed to Meeres Freightlines
employees for work related entitlements
including superannuation.
In May, this year the Administrators of
Meeres Freightlines put out a report
to creditors of the company in which
they state that, on the basis of their
investigations, it appears that the
company may have been trading while
insolvent since about December 2009.
If the liquidators, or the Australian
Securities and Investments Commission
pursued this matter, and if they were able
to substantiate that Meeres Freightlines
had traded while it was insolvent, then
the directors of the company could face
heavy penalties.
In addition, the directors could be liable
to pay a substantial amount to the
creditors out of their own pockets.
Watch this space – I doubt it’s the last
we’ll hear about Meeres.

The Australian Government has
recently made a bid to introduce
“Director Identification Numbers (DIN)”
to prevent ‘Phoenix’ companies “where
businesses are sent broke but their assets
rise again in another company.” These
unique DIN numbers are intended to identify
recurring company failures as rogue directors
shift themselves and their assets to a new
company, but leave debts behind. This is a
positive step forward against companies like
Meeres who have gotten away with doing the
wrong thing for far too long.
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Give our Truckies
a Break!

Says State Secretary TIM DAWSON

The rules that were meant to protect workers are now not strong
enough. And unless we do something to change them, they will keep
attacking workers until they have no rights.

And a big part that stands out is the
axing of 3,000 WA public sector jobs.
Like every government before them,
they’ll tout it as a win for the taxpayer.
But consolidation of departments only
means less resources.
Everywhere you look, there are cutbacks.
Especially
essential
government
departments, it just leaves us with less.
Governments cannot continue to attack
essential services.
Everyone relies on these services for
educating our children, a medical
system for the sick and a well-resourced
Police force to keep us safe.
In July, the Australian Tax Office, without
any consultation from industry groups,
decided to reduce the amount long-

distance truck drivers can claim for
reasonable travel expenses by 43%.
Now truckies have $55.30 instead of
$97.40 before they need to be able to
substantiate their claims.
A decision by the ATO that will send
ripples across the industry, including
greater fatigue and increased health
concerns for our drivers.
Your TWU set up an online petition
to get this decision reversed.
Sign it if you haven’t already:
https://www.megaphone.org.au/petitions/
truckies-demand-fair-allowance
“It’s a total disgrace” said one interstate
truck driver on our petition. “After 32
years on the road at nearly six-nights-a
week, to be told our meal allowances are
being cut by 43%? Maybe politicians
should take a cut of the same amount,
hey, but that would never happen.
Don’t do this to the industry which is

,

The McGowan government has recently
handed down its first budget as State
Government.

Road safety must not
be compromised due to
funding & resourcing
constraints

,

the backbone of our country.” And he
nailed it.
Or how about the triple C’s investigation
into an RTO contracted to the
Department of Transport, who granted
326 Heavy Vehicle licences without
proper assessment.
It would have been just as effective to
contract out to the Wheeties cereal box
company and we would have gotten the
same result.
This was an oversight by a Government
department that should not have
happened. And thankfully we did not
see any deaths on the road as a result
of it.
A greater emphasis should be put on
training those who we trust to operate
heavy vehicles on our roads and this
issue should concern to ALL road users.
WorkSafe is another government
department that has been weakened by
cutbacks and under resourcing under
the previous State Government.
Chain
of
Responsibility
(COR)
regulations must be enforced so that the
big end of town is held accountable for
the race to the bottom, paying drivers
with rates that are lower than the cost to
do the work.
The pressure put on transport workers
with rates lower than it takes to do the
continue next page.....
The Wheel Spring 2017
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For Sale

Winnebago Menindee

This RV has pop out side and rear,
is licensed to sleep 4, solar panels,
tv dish with 3 tv’s, air conditioning,
all mod cons fridge etc. Brand new
awning just fitted, 54,000kms
New tyres all round, well
looked after, service books
supplied. Support vehicle
with A Frame for towing
(optional).

Make: Mercedes sprinter auto LWB sliver
Model: B2644SL Menindee Winnebago
Year: Bought 2012 new
Contact: John Wilson
Phone: 0419 045 827
10
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Price: $155,000 ono

....continued

work means vehicle
maintenance is not kept
up to date and drivers
are forced to work long
hours.
These
company’s
should have the full
force of COR laws
thrown at them.
Some company’s run
a cost model that runs
the rabbit on any
number of regulation
underpayment
of
wages.
They’re
not
paying
Super, obvious fatigue
management breaches
and
not
properly
maintaining
their
vehicles.
These grubs know that
for every time they get
caught they will get
away with it 10 times
over.
At the end of the day:
road safety must not be
compromised due to
funding and resourcing
constraints.
Especially in as high of
a risk workplace like our
road.
Which ironically, WorkSafe does not even
regard as a workplace.
Deaths on the road are
not tallied as workplace
incidents, but rather as
the road toll.
An inquiry is underway
into
WorkSafe
and
the TWU has made a
submission on behalf of
our members outlining
these concerns.
And 3,000 job losses
in the public sector
will only add to these
concerns, by further
under-resourcing these
departments.
At a time when it is
evident these departments
need
more
resources, not less.

Gone Fishing
One day a fisherman was lying on a beautiful
beach, with his fishing pole propped up in
the sand and his solitary line cast out into the
sparkling blue surf. He was enjoying the warmth
of the afternoon sun and the prospect of catching
a fish.
About that time, a businessman came walking
down the beach, trying to relieve some of the
stress of his workday. He noticed the fisherman
lying on the beach and decided to find out why
this fisherman was fishing instead of working
harder to make a living for himself and his family.
“You aren’t going to catch many fish that way,”
said the businessman to the fisherman, “you
should be working rather than lying on the beach!”

Once again the fisherman asked, “And then what
will my reward be?”
The businessman was red with rage and shouted
at the fisherman, “Don’t you understand that you
can become so rich that you will never have to
work for your living again! You can spend all the
rest of your days sitting on this beach, looking at
the sunset. You won’t have a care in the world!”
The fisherman, still smiling, looked up and said,
“And what do you think I’m doing right now?”

KIDNAPPED

The fisherman looked up at the businessman,
smiled and replied, “And what will my reward be?”

A truckie is stuck in a traffic jam in
Canberra …..Nothing is moving.

“Well, you can get bigger nets and catch more
fish!” was the businessman’s answer.

Suddenly a man approaches the truck and
knocks on the window.

“And then what will my reward be?” asked the
fisherman, still smiling.
The businessman replied, “You will make money
and you’ll be able to buy a boat, which will then
result in larger catches of fish!”
“And then what will my reward be?” asked the
fisherman again.
The businessman was beginning to get a little
irritated with the fisherman’s questions. “You can
buy a bigger boat, and hire some people to work
for you!” he said.
“And then what will my reward be?” repeated the
fisherman.
The businessman was getting angry. “Don’t you
understand? You can build up a fleet of fishing
boats, sail all over the world, and let all your
employees catch fish for you!”

The truckie rolls down his window and
asks, “What’s going on?”
‘Terrorists down the road have kidnapped
Turnbull, Cash and Joyce. They’re asking
for a $10 million ransom. Otherwise they’re
going to douse them with petrol and set
them on fire. We’re going car to car, taking
up a collection’
The truckie ask, “How much is everyone
giving, on average?”
The man replies “about 5 litres”

Oil

A lot of folks can’t understand how
we came to have an oil shortage
here in Australia.
Well, there’s a very simple answer.
Nobody bothered to check the oil.
We just didn’t know we were getting
low. The reason for that is purely
geographical.
Our OIL is located in:
Bass Strait • East Queensland Shale
Fields • Canning Basin
• Perth Basin And • North-West
Continental Shelf
But our dipsticks are located in
Canberra!
Any questions?
The Wheel Spring 2017
The Wheel Spring 2017
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It’s time to Change the
Rules to benefit workers

K&S drivers stand on the picket this month,
but only because it’s during bargaining. Any other
time of the year, they are forbidden, by law.

A worker’s right to withdraw their labour
is a fundamental freedom.
The “right to strike” is an internationally
recognised human right under The
United Nations International Covenant
on Economic (FWO), Social and Cultural
Rights of 1966, that requires our
Governments to ensure workers have a
right to strike.
However, the Australian Government
ratified the Covenant in December of
1975.
And under Australian laws, strikes can
only happen during Bargaining.
Any other time, they are unlawful.
But you wouldn’t know it because our
laws are in the interests of big business
AT THE EXPENSE of working people.
Our crew at K&S Freighters by the rail
line in Kewdale have been locked in a
12
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pay dispute with the company and been
forced to take their fight to the grass
patch.
These workers haven’t had a wage
increase for 2 years and 8 months.
The company cried poor on hard times
and the workers accepted a 12-month
wage freeze to help the company out, at
the expiry of their EBA in December of
2015.
Despite numerous attempts to initiate
bargaining this year, the company isn’t
coming to the table.
The workers are asking for a 12%
increase over 3 years (4%,4% and 4%)
but the company won’t budge on a 6%
deal (2%,2% and 2%) over 3 years.
Even after the K&S Corporation just
announced a recent resurgence in
profitability with net profits at $6.5million
and revenue rising 9.7% to $755 million.
On top of this, the K&S Corporation’s
head honcho, Rodney King, and the
National HR Manager Kaye Evans each
accepted promotions in the form of
wage advances to their pay checks.

,

Report by
Lead Organiser
MICK KNOWLES

It’s an abomination
that Australian laws
let these companies
treat their workforce like
this and pit worker
against worker

,

But ask them, and they’ll deny their
wage increases has anything to do with
the company making money - they just
get paid bonuses for locking the workers
out of getting their rightful piece of the
pie.
The bosses can have their pay increases
– but at what cost to its staff?
The K&S drivers protected action ballot
continues with a refusal to do paperwork.
Good luck trying to weasel your way out
of this one K&S.
Our TWU members at Kewdale are
strong, and have got you by the short
and curlies until you see it our way.

Anyway but Backwards

on the Neway Agreement
Unlike their trucks, there is no reverse
gear on this arrangement!
GLENN BARRON Reports

We have recently finalised
bargaining a new agreement
with NEWAY Transport and the
whole team is very happy with
the final results.
Together with union representatives Deon and Simon,
we were able to achieve:
• Rises to wages at 2.5%, 2.5%,
3% over 3 years
• A $50 meal allowance to drivers
REGARDLESS of whether or

Please
ate to
don’t hesit
e on
contact m
28 if
0409 731 6
t.
I can assis

not a meal is supplied at a mine
site or not
But most importantly, in
no shape or form does the
agreement go backwards.
So unlike their trucks, there
is no reverse gear on this
arrangement.
Which unfortunately we are
seeing more and more of in the
transport industry.
I’d like to congratulate Deon and
Simon on achieving a great union
agreement for their workmates.
A strong union agreement is
only as strong as its yard, so
we urge everyone who is taking
advantage of these conditions
to make sure their union
membership is up to date.
The Wheel Spring 2017
The Wheel Spring 2017
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Broadspectrum
Workers Want
to Bargain
and their Majority Support Determination
hearing at the Commission in October
is a huge step forward
In March this year the Court Security and
Custodial Services employees lost their
employer.
This was when the Government decided
it would be cheaper for them to switch
contracts.

The TWU took this argument to the WA
Labor State Conference in August to
begin the process to legislate for greater
job security for Government-contracted
workers.

Reports JOHN CUTRALI
TWU members want to see portability
of all entitlements, especially long
service leave and redundancy when
Government contracts are awarded to
another contractor.
At this point Broadspectrum has
shamefully tried, 3 times, to take their
JBU (Justice Business Unit) Agreement
to the Commission.
And three out of three of those times,
they have failed, abysmally.

And along with their employer, the
employees lost all their accrued
entitlements (long service leave, sick
leave, personal leave etc) too.
First privatised in 2000, the contract
belonged to CCA/AIMS, it changed to
G4S in 2008, then Serco in 2011, now
it’s in the hands of Broadspectrum (as of
2017).
There are TWU members who drive
the security vehicles who have been
members for 17 years, in the same line
of work.
And they have never been able to see
their long service leave.
Let alone been able to accrue personal
leave for their loyal service.
This is because their entitlements are not
portable.
So the private contractors who provide
the service can change and even though
their roles don’t, they don’t owe the
workers diddly squat - how cheap.
14
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Libby Gross, one of our Broadspectrum officers who suffered severe
injuries when she was run over by a 4WD on Cable Beach

,

Hell or high
water these
officers are
going to get the
entitlements they
deserve

,

TWU members at Broadspectrum are on
their way to submitting a Majority Support
Determination to the Commission with
over 270 signatures.
This will FORCE Broadspectrum to the
bargaining table - hell or high water, these
officers are going to get the entitlements
they deserve for the dangerous
work, keeping people of WA safe and
sometimes the abuse that comes with
the territory, they are subjected to.
And the TWU is right behind them ready
for the fight.
TWU member from Broadspectrum in
Broome, Liz Gross was recently involved
in an accident, where she was run over
by a 4WD while camping on Cable
Beach.

Seeing Clearly at Linfox
TWU delegates at Linfox had a win on their safety
conditions in July.
A concern was raised by TWU delegates with
management on behalf of union members regarding
the use of safety glasses and in particular how it
affected those who needed prescription glasses.

Report by Lead Organiser

Safety glasses are a mandatory requirement for
workers at Linfox.

JOHN WALTERS

And as you can imagine for those who need to
wear prescription glasses, wearing safety glasses over the top can both be
uncomfortable and a workplace hazard.
Management initially took the stance that they weren’t prepared to supply
prescription glasses but would look into alternatives.
Months later this issue had still not been resolved.
But through the persistence of TWU delegates, management have now agreed
that they will again supply prescription safety glasses for those who genuinely
need them.
Members that feel they require prescription glasses can now approach their
immediate manager to discuss their situation.
And if it is deemed that they are needed then the company will cover the cost.
This is great result for TWU members and shows the value of being part of the
union. Having a voice and together striving for a better and safer workplace.
Well done to all those delegates involved!

The incident received a heavy media
coverage and we are pleased to report
by all accounts Liz is doing well.
The TWU visited Liz in hospital, who
despite her broken hip and pelvis is in
good spirits.
If Liz is any indication of the strength of
the type of members the TWU has at
Broadspectrum, the company should be
very worried.

The member-led Majority
Support Determination
application has reached
the Commission and has been
listed for a conference on
Wednesday October 4.
Broadspectrum will be
required to bargain following
a favourable decision.
Watch this space for updates.

K&S Brookes Negotiations Begin
K&S Brookes are on a different local agreement than the staunch unionists at
K&S Kewdale, but that doesn’t mean they aren’t up for the same fight.
The K&S Brookes agreement expires soon and I recently held a meeting with
the drivers down in Bunbury to see what they would like to see in their new
EBA.
Most of all they want a fair deal with an increase in wages and an increase in
Super that’ll see their family through into the future.
The site is 71% union membership and I’d like to personally commend the
delegates in Dardanup who’ve built the strength of their yard.
Two of the guys I spoke with were asked to cross the
Kewdale picket, but they refused.
We are in a very good position for a fight, if and when it
comes to that.

Story from MARK BYDDER
The Wheel Spring 2017
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Considering a career in
Public Transport?
With 13 depots across
Perth and the SouthWest,
there is sure to be one near you.

Contact 9247 7500 or
download an application form at
www.swantransit.com.au

Australia’s Premium Accident Solution

Accident Assistance 24 Hours 7 days
Call 1800 999 111
With over 48 years in the Heavy Vehicle Smash Repair
Industry, Parins are specialists in Prime Movers, Trucks,
Buses and Trailers on behalf of all major insurers.
320 Victoria Road, Malaga WA 6090

www.parins.com.au
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Sproga is Sprogg’n off
into Retirement
After 28 years behind the wheel, Bruce ‘Sproga’ Spaul
has sold his old reliable and is calling it a day

He’s an old codger with a fair idea about
how this world works.
And if you get a moment or two to sit down
with the gentleman, he’ll drop you a pearl
of wisdom about something from his time
well spent both in the construction union
and as a union delegate for transport
workers.
He’ll tell you how complaining only costs
ya, or how you wise up to the manager’s
stupid games the more you listen and
learn.
Always keen to stand up for the workers,
whether that’s on the grass patch out the
front of the gate, or burning the companies’
palettes to keep warm while out on strike.

“If the young bloke on the forklift wanted
a shot at making it as a truck driver, we’d
get them into the cab, show them how
to operate the truck and get a feel for
visiting clients.
They’d get to know the ins and outs of the
machinery and the business by watching”
These days you need a piece of paper
before you get a feel for what it is actually
all about.
“The whole economy will suffer as a result
of this” reckons Sproga.

Into retirement Sproga also wants to
spend more time giving back to his union,
in any which way he can.
That may include getting down to work
sites and delivering the message of what
unions have achieved throughout the
years.
“It is so crucially important we get the new
blood on board with a message about
how it used to be, because it’s going
backwards” said Sprog.
“We fought for these conditions and if
unionism dies in this country, they’ll leave
the workers with nothing.”

Sproga was always keen to keep his cool
and not get hot headed without knowing
all the facts first.
“You gotta box smart” said Sproga “pick
your battles and never go into bat for
someone without a witness present”,
Sproga’s been there on more than a
number of occasions.
However, at the ripe young age of 66, the
time has come for good old Bruce “Sproga”
Spaul to ‘sprog off’ and hang up the boots
as he saunters off into retirement.
Spending more of his time with his
grandkids, his young lady Gail and their
caravan. What does a retired truckie
do with all his spare time in retirement?
Driving around Australia of course!
But he’s not nearly close to done yet…..
In the last 28 years of his membership,
Spoga’s seen the transport industry
change quite dramatically.
The worst change, Sproga believes, is in
the training of truck drivers.
“There used to be an internal system
that’d give the kids a go, none of this RTO
bullshit we need to deal with nowadays”
said Sprog.

Bruce “Sproga” Spaul standing beside his linehaul manager Jerome Grubb
with his retirement watch in front of Sproga’s truck, old reliable
The Wheel Spring 2017
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Startrack National Agr
Report from
State Secretary
TIM DAWSON

Startrack National Bargaining Team

‘Parcels’ its Worker
Startrack is the subsidiary of Australia post that
delivers your parcels.

And with the growing popularity of purchasing
goods online, you wouldn’t be hard pressed
believing that they’re doing alright in an economy
that is seemingly on hard times.
National Bargaining of the Startrack EBA has been
ongoing since June this year.
And the company has come back to the delegateled negotiating team with an offer that puts workers
on the “public service” bargaining guidelines.
18
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The offer includes a rollover 3 year agreement
with no improvements, wages capped at public
service levels of 2% per year and a 1% bonus per
year that is not guaranteed.
Workers know that the public service bargaining
guidelines shouldn’t apply to them and it is just a
new way for StarTrack and Post to say no.
Members have put StarTrack on notice and are
continuing to bargain, and to find resolution
nationally.

eement

Inequality:
the

Some hard truths from State Secretary
TIM DAWSON
If we don’t change course, Australia will be
a society of extreme inequality and dead
end jobs.

We will have no job security, have to work
longer hours and take fewer or no holidays.
These are the significant issues working.
• Income equality is greater than any
time in the last 76 years,
•T
 he top one per cent have over
22% of total Australian wealth,
•T
 he top 1% own more wealth
than the bottom 70 per cent of
Australians combined,

s Short

•T
 he richest 10% enjoy greater
income growth than the poorest
half of Australians combined,

,

Australians face:

This is
happening
in your
backyard!
IS THIS OK?

,

•E
 ight of the richest men have
more wealth than half of the global
population (3.6 billion people)
(Oxfam 2017),

This is happening in YOUR backyard.
Is this OK?

•P
 rofits are up 40% on the year- the
strongest gains in 15 years, yet
Australian wage growth is the
lowest on record,

Australia’s wage growth is at a record
low, but the Government wants to
give a $65 billion dollar tax cut to big
business.

•T
 here are over one million
Australians who are underemployed
and want to work more,

Big business has too much power,
and this is just more special treatment
for them from the Government.

•Y
 outh employment is in double
digits and particularly high in
certain regions,

Many businesses already thumb
their noses at paying their taxes,
exploiting loopholes to offshore
profits made in Australia.

•4
 0% of Australians are in insecure
work, and,
•D
 espite all this, workers are facing
penalty rate cuts and their rights at
work are being attacked

This is ripping off money that
should be going to our schools and
hospitals.

If you take away the rights of workers
and their unions, people get paid less
and their work gets more insecure.
The Wheel Spring 2017
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Honouring the better (looki

Our veterans’ program honours the union members who fough

This month we honoured their partners who fought for the fight
The newly introduced TWU Veterans
program has been a great success
in giving something back to those
who’ve given the union so much.
All are retired from the transport
game, but between them contributed
20 years or more as a member and
each having worked from a different
part of the transport industry.
The program gets these individuals
together for a meal 3 times a year
and gets them down to the rally’s,
bolstering the message that the
conditions they won during THEIR
time in the workforce are NOT UP
FOR SALE.

20
20

been getting up to when they get
invited to these events.

plane nerd who’s longest stint was at
TNT Air Freight.

Most of the partners had never
attended a TWU meeting before.

But it was the demise of Ansett
in 2001 that affirmed Robbie’s
membership with the TWU for life.

They’d be left looking after the kids
while their partners went to late night
General Meetings or be winning the
bread when the truckies were forced
to stop work and stick it to their
bosses.
Without their partners, most of our
staunch union members couldn’t do
what they did.
And this was an opportunity to
honour that.

This month we honoured the betterlooking halves of these Veterans
when we held a Vets & Partners
dinner.

Robbie Coe, one of our most recently
retired Veterans is a 32 year member
of the Transport industry and the
TWU.

A sense of comradery filled the room
with their partners just as intrigued
about what these rapscallions have

Pictured right of page with his lovely
wife Lina, Rob is a self-confessed
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“It all started with Air New Zealand
trying to purchase Ansett in the 90’s”
said Rob “They didn’t have the money
and it all started going backwards.”
“I was there at 2AM in September
of 2001 when the security guards
marched us out telling us the
company was going under.”
“The TWU did a lot for us. It took 5
years, but we got everything we were
entitled to.”
In retirement, Robbie intends to
spend more time with his wife Lina
and spend more time safely inside
the passenger comfort of the planes
he worked with for so long.

ing) halves of our Veterans

ht for the conditions we have today.

ters

Myra & Peter Bryant. Peter was a TWU
member for 42 years before his retirement.

Robbie and Lina Coe

Barry & Chris Trembath. Barry began his
membership tenure as a 16 year old delivering milk
on a horse and carriage - member for 32 years
The Wheel Spring 2017
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Australia’s Premium Accident Solution

Accident Assistance 24 Hours 7 days
Call 1800 999 111
With over 48 years in the Heavy Vehicle Smash Repair
Industry, Parins are specialists in Prime Movers, Trucks,
Buses and Trailers on behalf of all major insurers.
320 Victoria Road, Malaga WA 6090

www.parins.com.au

Come and be part of Linfox

1300 CAREER
1300 227 337
www.linfox.com
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NORTH WEST

by HAMMER MELKIC

TWU Members from Toll King Bay Dampier Marine and Energy vote to endorse the National Agreement

A TRAGIC LOSS TO OUR TWU COMMUNITY
The Kalgoorlie community suffered an
unfortunate and preventable loss at the
end of August.
Mr John (Tangianau) Tauri or “JT” to his
mates, was the husband of one of our
much loved delegates at Toll, Marion
Campbell, each of whom drive trucks
out of Toll Mining Services in Kalgoorlie.
John tragically lost his life as a result
of an unexpected heart attack at 8AM
while at work.
He was only 56 years of age and this
incident came as a shock to his family,
and especially Marion.
He had gone and seen a doctor the
night before, with complaints of chest
pain. Unfortunately, he was deemed fit,
and sent home.
The next morning, John collapsed out
in the worksite, and wasn’t found until
10AM.
“The company has done everything
right by us” expressed Marion. “I can’t
fault them for how they’ve respected
my husband’s death and I can’t blame
his death on them, they have been very
good to us.”

“It is the system that has let us down.
Unfortunately
somewhere
down
the track something wasn’t double
checked and he has died as a result.
These things, they compound and I
know there will be an investigation into
why it happened.”
With the permission of Toll, Marion held
a service at the mine site that from a
Maouri cultural background, was able
to cleanse where John had died.
“Toll was incredibly respectful of this
blessing and I am very grateful for it.
I know every time I drive past the spot
where John was found, there will be
a constant reminder, but it will assist
greatly with the grieving process.”
The people in the Toll workplace
helped Marion to set up a Go Fund Me
page that has already had a great deal
of support behind it.

Toll has said it will match, dollar for
dollar what is donated.
Which is an extremely kind, gesture
from the company.
TWU members are encouraged to
get behind the donation page and dig
deep, maybe we can send Toll broke
because they’re having to match our
contributions - yeh right!
Normally we slag out Toll, but this
time they have really shown their true
colours. And they’re not so bad after
all.
An extremely unfortunate and tragic
incident for Marion and the Kalgoorlie
community with the loss of John.
We send our best wishes and remind
you to stay your strong and thoughtful
self. And remind you that your TWU
friends are always here for you.

The money donated to this page will
aid in getting Mr Tauri’s body back
home to New Zealand for the funeral.
You can access and contribute to the Go Fund Me page here:
https://www.gofundme.com/john-tauri-funeral-support
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Rattling the Gate
at Gate Aviation

We’re rattling the gate at Gate Aviation this
month as their National EBA comes up for
renewal.
The process begins with a log of claims
survey to members and the requests are
broad, but fair.
More full-time jobs for those who want
them, higher superannuation than the
legal minimum of 9.5%, better rostering
with more protections, carer’s leave, and
supply chain responsibility; that includes
ethical fair contracting, written into the
agreement.
Of course, it’s not looking as good as some
of the good looking members in this photo,
with the company deciding to take the
‘lawyer’ up approach and hold hands with
the AI Group.
AI Group are the company’s union, a bunch
of lawyers that mean business.
And the only chance the folks at Gate have
of getting a good deal is to join the TWU
and stand up to these legal thugs, hired
only to rip wages and conditions from the
workers.
Power can only be built when it has the
backing of the collective.
We are looking forward to a hard fought
fight, but alongside these staunch
members, the TWU will see you through!

Aviation Delegates Flex
These smiling faces belong to the TWU
delegates who represent Qantas at Perth
airport.

Standing shoulder to shoulder are aviation
delegates from Qantas ramp, Qantas Freight,
Q-catering and Australian Air Express who
all met up last month to discuss and prepare
for their National EBA.
Make no mistake, this EBA will be a hard
nut to crack, but these guys are strong and
willing to take on the challenge on behalf of
their work mates.
Qantas posted a profit of $1.4 billion dollars
this financial year.

These aviation delegates are from Qantas Ramp, Qantas Freight,
Q-Catering and Australian Air Express
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And off the back of this profit Qantas said it
would pay bonuses of $2500 to about 25,000
non-executive staff, including pilots, cabincrew, engineers, ground-crew and office staff.
Part-time staff will get $2000.

Glen Barron’s Aviation Report

Aerocare’s Substandard
Agreement REJECTED
- It’s time for a fair Aerocare

Aviation workers have achieved a big
win: the Fair Work Commission has
rejected Aerocare’s substandard, belowAward Agreement.
The Commission threw out the
Agreement saying it contained unfair
split shifts and low rates for weekends
and public holidays.
The Commission also rejected the
agreement that casual employees were
not given a vote on it – yet would be
covered by it.
The Commission’s decision is damning –
it even criticised Aerocare for not giving it
information about rosters and pay.

One Aerocare employee said: “This is a
victory for Aerocare workers who were
only looking for fairness and equity.”
Your help made all the difference!
Aerocare workers were crucial to
this fight, by providing the union with
information and evidence.
We are also grateful to the former
Aerocare workers and TWU members
from other sections of the aviation
industry who were willing to expose the
company’s antics.
TWU National Secretary Tony Sheldon
said the win could not have been achieved

Some Muscle
But these “one-off” bonuses come from
the hard-working staff accepting 18
month wage-freezes to accommodate
for these massive profits.

Profits that come out of sub-contracting
work to the crooks at Aerocare, who
pay their staff poverty-line wages.
The profits come from forcing
employees on to part-time and casual
hours some of whom won’t see these
bonuses and would be lucky to see 40
hours of work a month.
Last Wheel we reported on “job
reclassifications” at Q-Catering.
Where Qantas had restructured their
workforce and abolished a ‘higher-role’
classification.
They downgraded level 8’s to level 6’s,
assuring them that a reduction in wage
would mean a reduction in workload.

However, when the workers found
themselves completing even more
duties on a reduction in wage, together
alongside the TWU, we took Qantas to
the Commission and we’re proud to
report that the workers WON!
A great result where these Q-catering
workers will get back the wages and
conditions they lost as part of Qantas’
restructure.
Airport workers have fight in them.
And they are prepared to do what it
takes to change the way Airport workers
are treated.

We will set the standard in the next EBA
and standing side by side with these
TWU delegates we have a fighting
chance.

We are grateful to the
Aerocare workers and
former workers who
were willing to give
evidence and expose
the company’s antics
without aviation workers sticking together.
“You stood up for good airport jobs, you
stood up for workers’ rights and I know
you stood up to bullying and intimidation
from Aerocare managers.”
He added: “The TWU has one agenda
– to ensure every airport worker is paid
fairly and can work safely to provide for
their families. Qantas, Virgin, Aerocare,
Menzies and Dnata workers all deserve
safe, secure, fairly paid jobs.”
The fight is not over
Aerocare is just one company that has
engaged in this race-to-the-bottom. But
even if this company cleans up its act and
starts to treat its workers with respect,
another company will spring up in its
place.
We need to make the wealthy airlines
and airports accountable. It’s on them to
take responsibility for the companies they
engage to do work on their behalf.
We’re still running this petition – please
sign it now https://www.megaphone.
org.au/petitions/third-world-conditionsexposed-at-australia-s-airports
To take on these hugely resourced
bosses, we need strength in numbers.
We need you to have a conversation with
your colleagues about the importance of
this fight.
It’s time to change the rules in aviation.
The Wheel Spring 2017
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RECOMMENDED BY THE TWU AND
sERviCiNg THE WA TRUCk & TRANspORT iNDUsTRY

belmont, osborne park
and
claremont
proud to supply tyres to the wa truck industry

For all your
Passenger Car, SUV and 4wd
tyre requirements
osborne park
ph 9444 2233

348 Scarborough Beach Rd

claremont
ph 9286 2299
Stirling Rd &
St Quentin Ave

belmont
ph 9277 5418

supporting the twu

Envelopes • Parcels • Pallets
perth - albany - geraldton - bunbury
manjimup - merredin - Kalgoorlie

overnight 5 days a weeK

202 Campbell St

www.tyresperth.com.au

albany: ph 9841 8641 or 9842 2641 Fax 9842 1465
Kalgoorlie: 9479 2555 • Perth Pick Ups: 9479 2555

BUS DRIVERS
We have vacancies for permanent part time bus drivers at our depots in
Welshpool, Kalamunda, Malaga and Bayswater in Perth WA.
Applicants must be well presented, reliable people with a good driving
record, excellent customer skills and enjoy shift work.

INTERSTATE HAULAGE
CONTRACTORS

We guarantee 30 hours work per week for Part time work and overtime
is also available regularly. Part time positions will lead to full time
positions as vacancies occur.
The minimum licence requirement for applicants is MR preferably with
an “F” Extension.
Application forms can be downloaded from our website at path.com.au
or can be mailed to you on request – call us on 1800 116 386.

Ph: 9356 8566

Fax: 9356 8577

We look forward to hearing from you

Sea, Air and Road Freight from Perth
Express-Link is a dynamic transport company providing worldwide express courier
shipments.
Western Australian owned and run for over a decade, Express-Link delivers complete
transport solutions, online tracking and proof of delivery.
Strategically located only two kilometres from Perth International Airport, ExpressLink are Western Australia’s expert choice for interstate freight, domestic air freight,
international freight and worldwide container cartage.
Contact us today to organise the best freight services around.

Phone: 08 6254 0444
www.expresslink.com.au
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Boys
Day Out
A father walks into a restaurant
with his young son. He gives
the boy three coins to play
with to keep him occupied.
Suddenly, the boy starts
choking and going blue in the
face.
The father realises the boy
has swallowed the coins
and starts tapping him on the
back.
The boy coughs up two of the
coins, but keeps chocking.
The father panics and shouts
for help.
An attractive, serious looking
woman, in a blue business
suit is sitting at a coffee bar
reading a newspaper and
sipping a cup of coffee. At
the sound of the commotion,
she looks up, puts her coffee
cup down, neatly folds the
newspaper and places it on
the counter, gets up from
her seat and makes her way,
unhurriedly,
across
the
restaurant.
Reaching for the boy, the
women carefully drops his
pants; takes hold of the
boy’s testicles and starts to
squeeze and twist, gently at
first and then ever so firmly.
After a few seconds the
boy convulses violently and
coughs up the last coin, which
the woman deftly catches in
her free hand. Releasing the
boy’s testicles, the woman
hands the coin to the father
and walks back to her seat at
the coffee bar without saying
a word.
As soon as he is sure that
his son has suffered no ill
effects, the father rushes over
to the woman and thanks
her saying, “I’ve never seen
anyone do anything like that
before, it was fantastic. Are
you a doctor?”
“No,” replied the woman: “I’m
with the tax department.”

Aussie In London
A young Aussie bloke moved to London and went to
Harrods looking for a job. The manager asked “Do you
have any sales experience, young man?”
The young man answered, “Yeah, I was a salesman
back home in Melbourne.”
The manager liked the Aussie so he gave him the job. His
first day on the job was challenging and busy, but he got
through it.
After the store was locked up, the manager came down
and asked, “How many sales did you make today?”
The Aussie said “One!”
The manager groaned and continued, “Just one? Our
sales people average 20 or 30 sales a day. How much
was the sale for?”
“124,237.64 pounds” said the Aussie.
The manager chocked and exclaimed “124,237.64
pounds! What on earth did you sell?”
“Well, first I sold the customer a small fish hook, then
a medium fish hook and then I sold him a new fishing
rod. Then I asked him where he was going fishing and
he said down the coast, so I told he would need a boat,
so we went to the boat department and I sold him that
twin-engine Power Cat. Then he said he didn’t think his
Honda Civis would pull it, so I took him down to the car
sales and I sold him the 4WD Range Rover.”
The manager, incredulous, said “You mean to tell me, a
guy came in here to buy a fish hook and you sold him a
boat and a 4WD”
“No no no…he came in here to buy a box of tampons for
his wife and I said….’well, since your weekends ruined,
you might as well go fishing.’”

OFFENSIVE
LANGUAGE

PAY
BACK
A worker who was
being paid by the
week approached his
employer and held up
his last paycheck. “This
is two hundred dollars
less than we agreed on,”
he said.
“I know,” the employer
said. “But last week
I overpaid you two
hundred dollars, and you
never complained.”
“Well, I don’t mind an
occasional
mistake,”
the worker answered,
“but when it gets to be a
habit, I feel I have to call
it to your attention.”
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Building Union
Reports Bus Organiser MARK BYDDER

The PTA Reinvents the
80% of our membership have been dissatisfied
with the spit guards overall

The behavioural problems of the
passengers who catch public transport
and put our Bus Drivers at risk are not a
new thing.

Unfortunately, it appears that with the spit
screens that were trialled by bus drivers,
on 34 buses across all three of the major
bus companies were a complete flop.

They are endemic, and occur across the
country and all over the world.

The design consists of a sheet of clear
Perspex fixed to the inside of the existing
security door, and in the company’s
words, “best positioned” to inhibit liquids
and other projectiles injuring drivers.

So, when Drivers rally together for a
solution, a barrier that is short of an
entire cultural and attitude change
for these passengers who put lives at
risk, would you not think to take a look
at what has happened previous, the
research conducted and the flaws of
other “solutions”?

,

They are
dangerous and
create a double
mirrored effect
that caused me to
think cars were
on my left hand
side when they
were on my right

,
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This is not the case.
We surveyed our bus driver membership,
80% of which were dissatisfied with the
spit guards overall.
Mainly due to an impairment in
visibility for the driver due to reflection,
impairment of hearing caused by the
material and to some extent its position
that drivers believe doesn’t even serve
its core purpose – safety.
One of our members aptly makes the
point that “It has taken my old company
in the UK the best part of 15 years to get
it right.”
“I would like the authorities to look
around and see how much progress
has been made instead of starting at the
basics.”
Another driver said “[the spit screens
are] dangerous, as they create a double
mirrored effect on the doors and the
Perspex. It caused me to think that cars
were on my left hand side when they
were in fact on my right and sometimes
in front. Causing dangerous hesitation on
manoeuvres. The holes are drilled right in

The perspex is fixed to the inside
of the existing security door with
holes drilled in so drivers should
be able to hear their passengers
line with my eyes making it harder to see
out. When the sun came out it reflected
onto my face creating a hot burning
sensation. And it’s still winter goodness
knows what it would be like in 38-40
degree summer weather. The wing nuts
stick out in a dangerous manor catching
my shoulder when I was stood outside of
the cage.”
PTA has since completed their trial and
advised that all spit screens are to be
removed.

nion Strength
Wheel

On the Buses

A non-reflected film will then be
applied to the screens and will be
reintroduced to the buses.
More can still be done to ensure
safety on our buses.
We need long-term solutions not
just short term fixes.
The TWU brought a motion
forward at the State WA Labor
Conference in August that calls on
the State Labor Government to:
1. Allocate funding to provide for
additional security measures
inside busses such as clear
protective screens;
2. Impose greater response targets
on
Government-contracting
security companies, as well
as more security officers and
mobile security being assigned
to trouble hotspots; and
3. Implement tougher penalties
for individuals who abuse
or assault public sector
transport workers, damage
busses or are unruly whilst
using public transport; and
4. Provide
added
policing
powers for security guards.

The Bus Safety Committee and
delegates want to see changes
in the safety culture of public
transportation.
With more legislative powers
across the industry and working
toward a cashless system may
be the first steps in changing
the safety of the industry for the
better.

FIRING UP AT
TRANSDEV

Transdev drivers have been attending
their second round of depot meetings
since July in the lead up to bargaining
and they have a plan to win.

Transdev does not sit where the other
bus companies do when it comes to
wages and conditions and members
want to see this change.
All we’re asking for is a fair deal from
the company.
Building strength this early on will
ensure when the members say jump
at the bargaining table in 2018, the
company is inclined to say how high!
Drivers endorsed a plan that includes:
• Building Union Strength
• Having active members at all
depots
• Remaining UNITED
• Drivers doing what it takes to win!
TWU Members have a vision for the
future of the Perth bus industry, for all
three companies to be on the same
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement.

Regardless of whether you’re driving
for Swan, Path Transit or Transdev –
or any other company that contracts
to the PTA, the job is the same, so the
entitlements and rate of pay should
carry the same weight too.
This will be a long fought process and
won’t happen overnight.
The only way we can achieve this is
to stick together, with strength and
numbers, the collective can win so
much more than what we can divided.

Public Transport
Last night I was out with me
mates and had way too much
beer. Knowing I was drunk, I
did something I’d never done
before. I took a bus home. I
arrived home safety and I was
really pleased ‘cause I’d never
driven a bus before.
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Supporting the tWu

supporting the twu

Envelopes • Parcels • Pallets

Bulk Waste Water Removal

perth - albany - geraldton - bunbury
manjimup - merredin - Kalgoorlie

(Dept. Environmental & Conservation Lic.)

overnight 5 days a weeK

phone: 9242 2328 Fax: 9242 2860
11 ulm Street, osborne park 6017

albany: ph 9841 8641 or 9842 2641 Fax 9842 1465
Kalgoorlie: 9479 2555 • Perth Pick Ups: 9479 2555

A TRUCKIES RECOMMENDED STOPOVER!!

Swagman Roadhouse
Serving a wide variety of delicious
dine-in or take-away meals

24 HOURS
7 DAYS A WEEK

Phone: 9250 1455 • Fax: 9250 1473
• Mobile: 0408 145 390
2/17 Elmsfield Road, Midvale 6056

• Fuel Cards, Caltex, Shell, Motorpass, Motorcharge & Fleetcards
• Shower & Toilet Facilities • Accommodation • All Major Credit Cards
Lot 499 Hepburn Street, Mount Magnet Phone: 9963 4844 Fax: 9963 4330

supporting the twu

Sea, Air and Road Freight from Perth
Express-Link is a dynamic transport company providing worldwide express courier
shipments.
Western Australian owned and run for over a decade, Express-Link delivers complete
transport solutions, online tracking and proof of delivery.
Strategically located only two kilometres from Perth International Airport, ExpressLink are Western Australia’s expert choice for interstate freight, domestic air freight,
international freight and worldwide container cartage.
Contact us today to organise the best freight services around.

Phone: 08 6254 0444
www.expresslink.com.au
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sykes transport
local & long distance

General Freight
perth - goldfields 7 days
phone: 9353 5577 fax: 9353 2270
13 Bradford street, Kewdale 6105

Heating up at CEVA

The CEVA crew are fired up with the company’s
tactics and they ‘FLAMING’ should be
Reports Lead Organiser JASON WALTERS

They don’t want to budge, but neither do
we.
WA Delegates want to see their incentive
scheme left intact.
If the company want it back so badly,
members want to see the bonus
absorbed into their wages. The entire 6%
the retention bonus is made up of.
No backwards steps.
And the Eastern States are supporting
WA against CEVA’s cash grab,
unequivocally.
CEVA’s latest offer involves introducing a
3 tier system.
This system is nothing but a blatant
company tactic of dividing the workplace
and pitting worker against worker.
New workers who begin at the bottom
of the tier will begin on reduced pay,
reduced
Superannuation,
reduced
redundancy entitlements and reduced
PM shift loading.

,

Negotiations have been dragging on long
enough with the team at Ceva and we’re
all getting pretty tired of the company’s
same old offer.

And the Eastern
States are
supporting WA
against CEVA’s
cash grab,
unequivocally

,

But who gives a stuff about the newbies
right? I mean, they don’t even work at
CEVA yet. We should protect the workers
who work there now, right?
WRONG!
If the company gets their way and
employs cheaper labour, there will
be little incentive left to keep current
employees in a job.
Current employees can say goodbye to
overtime and fair-well to fair redundancy
payouts – because newer workers will be
much cheaper.

So it is all for one and it’s one for all.
Because united we bargain and divided
we beg.
TWU members have always maintained
a 3%, 3% and 3% offer plus an increase
to super to 15% by the year 2020.
So far, Ceva has come back with a $750
lump sum payment for permanents, a
1.25% wage increase at October 2019
and a 1.5% increase at October 2020.
With no Superannuation increases and
the 3 tier threat, workers are not happy
and will be voting NO if the company
opts for a ballot.
Ceva pull your finger out.

It’s Time to VOTE NO.

CEVA has put this dismal
offer out to a vote on the floor.
Your TWU is advising members to
vote the offer down. TWU members
will not accept a substandard EA.
And demand the company to get
back to the table and negotiate in
good faith. WATCH THIS SPACE

The CEVA National negotiating team with WA delegate Alistair Outen
The Wheel Spring 2017
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Accural of Annual Leave
while on worker’s comp

An important issue for all TWU members
and one that neither exployees or
employers are fully aware of...
ADAM DZIECIOL Explains
Our hard working industrial relations (IR)
team at the TWU had a big win for our
members this month.
TWU members and Instant Waste were
in dispute over the accrual of annual
leave for employees on workers comp.
Despite what the company believes,
workers DO have an entitlement to
accrue leave whilst away due to a work
related incident.
After an exchange of numerous letters
and emails, the TWU IR team were able
to persuade the company of this.
Something we have successfully done
with several employers over the last
two years.

In the Anglican Care case, the Federal
Court was required make a ruling about
the effect of section 49 of the Workers
Compensation Act 1987 (NSW) on the
entitlements of injured workers who were
in recept of workers’ compensation, to
accrue annual leave.
The Western Australian Workers’
Compensation and Injury Management
Act 1981 includes section 80, the
wording of which is just about the same
as the wording of section 49 of the NSW
Act.
In those circumstances, the Anglican
Care case applies to National System
employees and employers in this State.
That is, to employees to whom the Fair
Work Act 2009 applies.

Workers continue
to accrue annual
leave entitlements,
even if they are off
work, or only work a
few hours a week

,

Ever since the Federal Court of Australia
confirmed that this in the case of Anglican
Care v NSW Nurses and Midwives’
Association [2015] FCAFC 81 (“Anglican
Care case”).

,

This has been confirmed by the Fair
Work Ombudsman which has updated
its web site to specifically state that
employees in WA do accrue annual leave
while they are on workers’ compensation.
This is an important issue for all TWU
members.

Unfortunately, accidents do happen and
workers get injured at work, in most
cases through no fault of their own.
Some of those workers may then be off
work for extended periods of time.
It now beyond doubt that those workers
continue to accrue annual leave
entitlements, even if they are off work, or
only work a few days or hours a week.
It should be noted that this only applies
to employees who are employed
by companies who have workers’
compensation insurance under the
WA Workers’ Compensation and Injury
Management Act 1981.
This does not apply to employees whose
employers are self-insured under the
Commonwealth Comcare compensation
scheme.

The link to the relevant section of the Fair Work Ombudsman’s web page is included below:
https://www.fairwork.gov.au/library/k600454_annual-leave---sick-leave-during-workers%e2%80%99-compensation
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Dear members,

Declares
Excellent
Returns
for
2016/2017

I am pleased to rep
ort that TWUSuper
has
released the declared
investment returns for
2016/2017, and once
again the fund proves
to
be an excellent choic
e among both industry
an
d
retail superfunds, havin
g exceeding the media
n
returns in almost all ass
et/investment classes.
TWUSuper members
can enjoy investme
nt
returns of 11.54% for
Balanced (MySuper) op
tion,
and 13.65% in the Eq
uity Plus option.
Members with an Acco
unt Based Pension (AB
P)
or Transition to Retire
ment (TTR) account
ca
n
enjoy returns of 13.08
% for Balanced (MyS
up
er)
option, and 15.34% in
the Equity Plus option.

Please see the TWU
Super
website for monthly,
long term
and latest investmen
t returns
(www.twusuper.com
.au)

TWUSuper CEO Mr Fra

nk Sandy reported tha

t:
Investment markets
have had their fair
share of volatility this
year, however, I am
pleased that our inv
estment team, ably
led by chief investme
nt officer Andrew
Killen, has responded
to these challenges
admirably by deliverin
g an outstanding set
of numbers.

Mr Sandy also noted
the great responsibility
he
bears to TWUSuper me
mbers:
As the custodian of the
retirement savings
of over 120,000 ha
rd-working transport
workers, we have
a responsibility to
prudently and carefu
lly manage the $5
billion of members’
hard-earned money.
Transport workers pu
t in long hours and
work tirelessly to keep
our economy moving
and we work just as
hard to grow their
savings so that they
can enjoy a dignified
retirement.
Annual statements sho
uld be in your mailbo
x
later this month, or ava
ilable via online access
if
you’ve opted into online
statements.

Frank Sandy

Please contact TWUS

uper directly
on 1800 222 071 if yo
u need to
update your address
with the fund
or wish to check your
balance.

Joel Clarke
The Wheel Spring 2017
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Recommended by the TWU and Servicing the
WA Truck & Transport Industry

REAL TIME GPS TRACKING IVMS
AND ASSET MANAGEMENT
Flat Rate
$
per month
Monitoring Fee

15

NO HIDDEN
SOFTWARE FEES

100% WEST AUSTRALIAN HARDWARE
AND SOFTWARE CLOUD SOLUTION

“GUARANTEED TO BEAT ANY FORMAL
WRITTEN QUOTE IN AUSTRALIA”

CALL 1800 454 668

138/3 Radium Street, Welshpool WA
www.liontrack.net.au
Email: admin@liontrack.net.au

Recommended by the tWU and SeRvicing
the Wa tRUck & tRanSpoRt indUStRy

Radio Hire Specialists in WA
Quality two-way radio communication equipment
For Hir
Sales & S e,
for hire, either short term or long term as needed
Portables ervice,
,M
at competitive rates. Motomara is WA owned
Base Sta obiles,
tions
and operated, looking forward to giving you
Repeaters &
strong and reliable solutions to your radio needs.

call mike on 1800 668 662
or mobile 0417 470 422 Fax 9458 2121

Or call into unit 2, 138 Radium St, Welshpool 6106
Email: motomara@motomara.com.au Visit: www.motomara.com.au

Supporting the T.W.U.

Tania Burns

ANDREW BELLMAN

Director

KALGOORLIE MANAGER

60 Great Eastern Highway
Kalgoorlie, WA 6430

platinum dealer

Byford Tyre Service

Phone: (08) 9021 3611
Fax: (08) 9021 1397

Address Unit 1, Lot 21
South Western Hwy,
Byford WA 6122
Phone
Fax
Email

08 9525 1215
08 9525 1075
admin@byfordtyres.com.au

Recommended by TWU To The TRanspoRT IndUsTRy

Indian Ocean
Pallets
Secondhand PalletS

We Stock Good Quality Secondhand 1 and 2 Tonne Rated Pallets,
Oversize Pallets, Euro and Plastic.
We Also Collect Unwanted Pallets for Recycling.

Delivery
to all
suburbs

Call Jim 0449 571 270
Email: indianoceanpallets@mail.com

Email: adminkalgoorlie@rockysown.com.au

www.rockysown.com.au

Transport Specialist
Servicing the Trucking Industry Statewest

morTlock
fabrIcaTIon & repaIrS
avon valley

Truck body SpecIalIST
Truck & Trailer modifications
all types of Welding & Steel fabrications

phone: 9629 1168 fax: 9629 1269
emaIl : morfab1@bigpond.com
loT 463 maIn ST, goomallIng 6460

Supporting the tWu

H Refrigeration Transport H Semis
H B Trains H Chiller Freezer
H Pocket Road Trains & Rigids
phone: 9721 4600 Fax: 9721 4900
email: mark.m@swexpress.com.au
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8 palmer Crescent,
Bunbury 6230

PO Box 4021
COOLBELLUP
WA 6163

ABN: 24 894 844 393
E: rds-trucks@iinet.net.au

Ph: (08) 9331 6348
Fax: (08) 9331 8401
Mob: 0408 953 647

They’re TNT

Dynamite
Having reached an inprinciple agreement
Nationally: the team at TNT are
taking home the biccies
Report by KARI PNACEK

The national negotiation committee
made sure there was no backwards
step during negotiations and the new
in-principle agreement includes a
range of strong clauses to guarantee
additional rights and conditions, pay and
superannuation increases.

We’ve been fighting for guaranteed movement
in Superannuation for a long time and this time
around the bargaining team achieved this

,

Workers at TNT are happy to see
the company reach an In-principle
agreement with their National Bargaining
last month.

This is a huge achievement and one that
our delegate-led bargaining team should
be very proud about.

Members have been fighting for
guaranteed movement in Superannuation for a long time at TNT, and
we’re proud to announce the bargaining
team achieved it, this time around.

Tightening of clauses also closes
loopholes the company can use against
workers with this agreement.

This will mean an improvement to their
liveable wage into the future for workers
at TNT.

,

I would like to congratulate Delegates
and members, especially Andy Payne
and Darran Gasson.
This result could not have been made
without all of your continued strength
and the power within your yard.
Up for the workers!

And additional rights and conditions for
workers have been ensured.
The Wheel Spring 2017
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The five most common rea
Some wisdom from Slater & Gordon Lawyers
Almost every person
will require legal
advice at some point
in their lives. Yet there
is an obvious trend
among Australians to
avoid the involvement
of lawyers in their legal
matters.
A Roy Morgan Image
of Professions survey
in 2016 revealed
that only 35% of
participants would rate
lawyers in the high or
very high category for
ethics and honesty.
By comparison,
doctors were rated
in the high or very
high category 86% of

the time while even
accountants rated
above lawyers at 51%.
So do Australians just
not trust lawyers or is
there more to it?
We asked lawyers at
Slater and Gordon to
tell us why their clients
often avoided legal
representation in the
first place.
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However, what you’ll likely find is that
doing it on your own may cost you more
money and time in the long run.
So if you have a legal problem, it’s best to
leave it to the people with the experience
and training to sort it out.”

Carolyn Riley

1 I thought I could
sort it out myself.

Many people believe their legal issues
can be resolved without help from a
lawyer, which can happen in some
cases. However it isn’t always possible
to predict the outcome of a legal matter
and simply obtaining some general
advice from a lawyer could lead to better
outcomes.
Practice Group Leader and accredited
Family Law Specialist, Jon Redman
says that this is a common reason why
his clients delay seeking advice.
“Especially in family law, people believe
they can amicably resolve their affairs
only to discover they have different views
on what is fair and end up requiring
lawyers to negotiate on their behalf.”
Motor Vehicle Accident Lawyer, Carolyn
Riley believes that clients are also often
misinformed about how difficult certain
legal processes can be.
“Client’s assume the process is easy,
when often the advice they have received
from family and friends is based on their
own experiences in other areas of law
that are not related to personal injury.”

Daniel Stojanoski

2 Lawyers are
expensive!
Many people understandably avoid
lawyers because they feel that legal
fees are too expensive. Though what
they often don’t consider is how much
it will cost them in future if they avoid
obtaining proper advice when the issues
arise.
As Family Lawyer, Keera Lambert puts
it, “legal issues have a way of coming
back to haunt you in the future if not
dealt with correctly at the outset”.
“Getting competent advice early on
when you are dealing with a legal issue
ensures that you are making informed
and appropriate decisions from the
beginning, and will prevent your
problems from escalating.

Employment
and
Industrial
Law
Associate, Daniel Stojanoski agrees that
it is best to seek advice from a lawyer
before attempting to navigate the legal
system on your own.

It’s important to realise that resolving
a problem early, and the right way, will
be much more cost effective and less
stressful than if you ignore the problem or
try to deal with it yourself, then discover
that the situation has only become more
serious and complicated later on.”

“If you have a leaking tap, or an electrical
problem at home, you can attempt to fix
it yourself without the help of a plumber
or electrician.

Commercial Litigation Lawyer, Vince
Pelligra agrees that people often forget
to consider the potential cost of not
obtaining legal representation.

sons people avoid lawyers
informal discussion about their matter
prior to formal appointments. So getting
a preliminary view and the chance to ask
a lawyer questions will likely cost you
very little, or in some cases be free.”

“Often the most expensive litigation
disputes happen because someone
didn’t get legal advice early enough: at
the time of drafting a homemade will, or
when entering into a contract, or when
blowing off steam by sending a letter to
someone in a dispute.”
Ultimately, lawyers have a professional
obligation to their clients to make sure
they understand the costs involved in
their matter.
“Your lawyer must present you with a
range of options and explain to you the
most commercial and affordable solution.
Depending on the type of matter, your
lawyer might also be prepared to enter into
a fixed term agreement, defer their fees or
to charge on a no-win-no-fee basis.”

Rachel Cosentino

3 I don’t know
any lawyers
Although it is often helpful to know
someone in the legal profession, there
are plenty of resources out there to help
you choose the right lawyer for you.
Each State in Australia will have an
institute or society that provides
referrals and information on accredited
lawyers throughout the state. General
Law Practice Group Leader, Rachel
Cosentino suggests contacting your
Union to obtain a referral.
“Your Union does have experience
dealing with lawyers and can put you in
touch with someone they trust.”
Slater and Gordon’s new client service
team will match you with a lawyer in your
area that is most appropriate to your
needs.

Keera Lambert

5 D
 ealing with the
problem was
stressful enough
on its own. I didn’t
want the added
stress of legal
action.

4 Lawyers don’t help;
they bamboozle
and make it more
complicated

Ms Cosentino has extensive experience
in the legal industry and notes that this
experience is very common among her
clients.

Lawyers exist to help their clients make
sense of the legal system; not make it
more complicated.

She believes that having a good lawyer
on your side as soon as possible will
provide insurance against further stress.

Ms Lambert suggests that a good
lawyer will explain your options in a way
that is easy to understand.

“Your lawyer has been through the
process many times and knows what’s
likely to happen next.

“Initially, seeing a lawyer can be confusing
because the lawyer may discuss with you
possible consequences or issues which
you may not have previously considered,
but this is why it is important to get legal
advice; you need to ensure that you’ve
got all of your bases covered. Ultimately,
your lawyer should be able to discuss
with you clear options for resolving your
problem so that you can make a decision
that is in your best interests.”

They also know from working with people
just like you, how stressful the process
can be. Most lawyers understand that
the biggest part of their job is to make
the process less stressful by keeping
you informed, helping you understand
the process and helping you make
decisions that are right for you in your
circumstances.”

Mr Pelligra agrees that finding a good
lawyer who can communicate their
expertise in a clear and concise manner
is essential.
“The key is to find the right lawyer for
your problem. Go to a trusted firm, or a
recognised specialist in the area.
Question your lawyer to see if they are
able to explain the legal issues to you
simply and discuss a clear strategy
going forward.”
Mr Pelligra believes that you don’t
have much to lose by calling a firm and
enquiring about an appointment.
“Most lawyers have arrangements
that allow potential clients to have an

Our perception of lawyers is often tainted
by negative stories and fictional
depictions of legal professionals in the
media.
What we forget to remember is that
lawyers are people too, and they are
there to help you navigate the complexity
of the legal system.

If you would like to
speak to a lawyer at
Slater and Gordon,
please call our new
client services team
on 1800 555 777.
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Servicing the trucking induStry

cvm trucks
truck Service & repairS

91 Bannister road, canning vale 6155

(08) 9455 1146
•
•
•
•
•
•

EXTENDABLES
ROADTRAIN
B TRAINS
Mobile: 0418 927 843
OVERSIZE
Office: 1300 436 800
STORAGE
Operations email: operations@allwesttransport.com.au
HOTSHOTS
12 Passmore Way, Forrestfield, WA 6058

K e e p in g

t r uck an
d e q u ip m
ent

r e p a ir s lo
cal

• Fibreglass Repairs
• Panel Beating

Mob: 0437 433 910 | Fax: 9921 8554
40 Boyd Street, Geraldton
PO Box 5179, Wonthella 6530
westruck@herkspanel.com.au

www.cvmtrucks.com.au
Servicing the tWU DriverS anD roaDtrainS

• Spray Painting

☎ 08 9921 7244

Specialising in: H Japanese Truck Repairs H Fleet Maintenance
H 24/7 Mobile Breakdown Vehicle H Brake & Clutch Repairs
H Engine & Gearbox Repairs H Auto Electrical Repairs

• Chassis Aligning
• Trailer Straightening
• Measuring Systems
• All Recognised
Insurance repairs

SUPPORTING THE T.W.U.

BP WUBIN TRUCK STOP
Lot 1 Great Northern Highway, Wubin
(Sue Schmidt Prop.)

Phone / Fax: 9664 1013
• Open 7 days - 5.30am til very late
•Take away food, Dine in restaurant
• Ice, refreshments • Fuel
• EFTPOS machines
• Toilet and Shower facilities and

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME
A RECOMMENDED STOP OVER!

www.bishopstransport.com.au

ROAD DISTRIBUTION SERVICES

LOCAL INTERSTATE OVERSIZE LOADS
PHONE: 9259 8716 MOBILE: 0439 966 179
FAX: 9259 8778

123 Kurnall Road, Welshpool

Recommended by TWU To The TRanspoRT IndUsTRy

Indian Ocean
Pallets
Secondhand PalletS

We Stock Good Quality Secondhand 1 and 2 Tonne Rated Pallets,
Oversize Pallets, Euro and Plastic.
We Also Collect Unwanted Pallets for Recycling.

Call Jim 0449 571 270
Email: indianoceanpallets@mail.com

Delivery
to all
suburbs

PERTH - PORT HEDLAND - KARRATHA - BROOME - DERBY
SCHEDULED GENERAL & REFRIGERATED SERVICES
SPECIALISING IN MINING, OIL & GAS INDUSTRY TRANSPORT
We have all DG licences including Explosives & Radioactive Licences

21 Carolyn Way, Forrestfield WA 6058

Supporting the T.W.U.
ANDREW BELLMAN
KALGOORLIE MANAGER

60 Great Eastern Highway
Kalgoorlie, WA 6430
Phone: (08) 9021 3611
Fax: (08) 9021 1397
Email: adminkalgoorlie@rockysown.com.au

www.rockysown.com.au

Transport Specialist

DISCLAIMER: All articles in this magazine are published on the understanding that they are the original work of the authors, and that the views are not necessarily those of the publisher.
The publisher is not responsible for the accuracy of items submitted, but makes every reasonable effort to verify information. Editorial staff accept no responsibility for accuracy of
material submitted for publication but every effort will be made to verify information. Editorial staff reserve the right to reject, edit and rearrange any item submitted for publication.
The Trade Practices Act provides severe penalties for false and misleading advertising. Because it is not possible for this magazine’s staff to check the accuracy of advertising claims, the
responsibility for accuracy lies with the person or companies submitting material for publication.
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Spring clean
your Finances
Give your finances a clean sweep
to get your money matters in
great shape for summer
5 Tips from our mates at ME Bank
1. Declutter – live lightly

Declutter your finances by closing down any bank accounts you no longer use. Shop
around for a savings account with a consistently strong rate, and while you’re at it,
look for a bank with free ATM fees. It could save you a small fortune each year in
unwanted ATM charges.

2. Reclaim lost money

Check if you have any lost cash. An estimated $1.1 billion is sitting in unclaimed
money, and some of it could be yours[1]. Visit the MoneySmart website for details.

3. Round up forgotten super accounts

A vast pool of $14 billion in lost and unclaimed super is waiting to be reunited with
the rightful owners [2]. Ask your super fund about reclaiming lost super, and check
that your nest egg is with one of the best performing super funds to be sure your
retirement money is working hard.

4. Shine a spotlight on your home loan

Take a look at your latest home loan statement to see the rate you’re currently paying.
It’s likely you could do better, especially if you’ve had your home loan for several
years.
Refinancing to a low-rate home loan can be surprisingly easy, and best of all it can
put money back in your hip pocket.

5. Give credit card debt a makeover

You could be paying more than 20% on credit card debt – and be slugged with
annual fees. Time to take action.
Shop around for a low rate card. It’s possible to pay less than 12% with the extra
savings of zero annual fees.

REFERENCE
[1] https://www.moneysmart.gov.au/tools-and-resources/find-unclaimed-money/australias-unclaimed-money
[2] https://www.ato.gov.au/About-ATO/Research-and-statistics/In-detail/Super-statistics/Super-accounts-data/Super-accounts-data-overview/

THE CATCH
A lawyer is on a long haul
flight and is bored. So he
decides to have a game
at the expense of the man
sitting beside him.
The lawyer asks him if he
would like to play a game.
The man is tired and just
wants to take a nap, so he
politely declines, and tries
to catch a few winks. The
lawyer persists, and says
that the game is a lot of fun.
“I ask you a question, and if
you don’t know the answer,
you pay me only $5. You
ask me one, and if I don’t
answer I pay you $500,” the
lawyer says.
This catches the man’s
attention and to keep the
lawyer quiet, he agrees to
play the game.
The lawyer asks the first
question,
“What’s the distance
between the Sun and the
Moon?” The man doesn’t
say a word, reaches into his
pocket, pulls out a $5 bill
and hands it to the lawyer.
Now it’s the man’s turn.
He asks the lawyer, “What
goes up a hill with three
legs, and comes down with
four?” The lawyer uses his
laptop and searches all
references he can find on
the net. He sends emails
to smart people he knows,
but to no avail. After an
hour of searching while his
companion is sleeping, he
gives up. He wakes up his
neighbour and hands him
$500. The man pockets
the $500 and goes back to
sleep.
The lawyer is desperate to
know the answer. He wakes
up the man and asks,
“Well, what goes up a hill
with three legs and comes
down with four?”
The man reaches into his
pocket, hands the lawyer
$5 and goes back to sleep.
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Dear God
There was a man who worked for the
Post Office processing the mail that
had illegible addresses.
One day, a letter came addressed in
shaking handwriting to God with no
actual address. He thought he should
open it to see what it was about.
The letter read.....

Dear God
I am an 80 year old widow, living on a
small pension.
Yesterday someone stole my purse. It had
$100 in it, which was all the money I had
until my next pension payment.
Next Sunday is Christmas, and I had invited
two of my friends over for dinner and
without that money I have nothing to buy
food with. I have no family to turn to and
you are my only hope.
Can you please help me?

Sincerely
Edna”

The postal worker was touched. He
showed the letter to the other workers.
Each one dug deep into his or her
wallet and came up with a few dollars.
By the time he made the rounds, he
had collected $96, which they put into
an envelope and sent to the woman.
The rest of the day, all the workers felt
a warm glow thinking of Edna and the
dinner she would be able to share with
her friends.
Christmas came and went.
A few days later, another letter came
from the same old lady to God.
The workers gathered around while the
letter opened, it read.....

Dear God

How can I ever thank you enough for what
you did for me?
Because of your gift of love, I was able to fix
a glorious dinner for my friends. We had a
very nice day and I told my friends of your
wonderful gift.
By the way, there was $4 missing.
I think it might have been the misers at the
post office.
Sincerely
Edna”
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PUBLIC
SERVANTS
A fellow stopped at a
rural gas station and,
after filling his tank, he
bought a soft drink. He
stood by his car to drink
his cola and he watched
a couple of men working
along the roadside.
One man would dig a hole
two or three feet deep and
then move on. The other
man came along behind
and filled in the hole.
While one was digging a
new hole, the other was
about 25 feet behind filling
in the old.
“Hold it, hold it,” the
fellow said to the men.
“Can you tell me what’s
going on here with this
digging?”
“Well, we work for the
county government,”
one of the men said.
“But one of you is digging
a hole and the other is
filling it up. You’re not
accomplishing anything.
Aren’t you wasting the
county’s money?”
“You don’t understand,
mister,” one of the men
said, leaning on his shovel
and wiping his brow.
“Normally there’s three
of us, me, Joe and Mike.
I dig the hole, Joe sticks
in the tree and Mike here
puts the dirt back.”
“Yea,” piped up Mike.
“Now just because Joe is
sick, that doesn’t mean
we can’t work, does it?”

Elocution
Lessons
A New Zealander walked into a
Sydney fish shop and asked for
some “Fush ‘n’ Chups.”
“You’re a Kiwi,” said the owner.
The New Zealander was sick
of being picked on for his
accent, so he took some
elocution lessons.
Six months later he went back
to the same shop.
Feeling extremely confident,
he walked in and asked, in
perfect Oxford English, “Fish
and Chips, please.”
“You’re a Kiwi,” pronounced
the owner.
“How the hell could you tell
that?” asked the surprised New
Zealander.
“Because this has been
a hardware shop for four
months.”

For the people that keep
Australia moving.
In a world that never stops
moving, where supply is
frantically trying to keep
up with demand, time has
become our most valuable
commodity.
From the food in our supermarkets,
to the petrol in our cars, none of
it would exist if it weren’t for the
people who, day in day out, keep
Australia moving - you.

So at TWUSUPER, we’re proud to be
the people who look after you.
And we do this by investing
over $360 million in Australian
infrastructure – the roads, bridges,
stations, airports and ports that
keep Australia moving.

TWUSUPER.COM.AU
for the people who
keep Australia moving.

And, as your Industry SuperFund,
we’ve delivered more to our
members over the past 10 years
than the average retail super fund.

Disclaimer: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance and should never be the sole factor considered when selecting a fund. See twusuper.com.au/superrater for full disclaimer. TWU Nominees Pty
Ltd, ABN 67 002 835 412, AFSL 239163, is the trustee of TWUSUPER ABN 77 343 563 307 and the issuer of interests in it. Transuper and TransPersonal are divisions of TWUSUPER. This information is of a general nature and does
not take into account your personal objectives, situation or needs. Before acting on this information, you should consider your objectives, financial situation and needs. A copy of the product disclosure statement should be
obtained from TWUSUPER (at www.twusuper.com.au or by calling 1800 222 071) and considered carefully before you make a decision to acquire the product or continue to hold the product.

MAJOR MOTORS
“ The Truck Specialists”
• ISUZU TRUCK SALES • NEW & USED TRUCKS
• PARTS & EQUIPMENT • SERVICE & REPAIRS
TRUCKS
fORReSTfield: 789 Abernethy Rd - 9365 6333
BiBRA lAKe: 2 Selkis Rd - 9331 9331
MAlAGA: 65 Crocker dr - 9241 7999
The Team Driven by Your Transport Needs
DL 1141

Visit our Website at: www.majormotors.com.au

Experts in
Personal
Injury Law

Our services include:
+

Asbestos Claims

+

Motor Vehicle Accident Claim

+

Work Injury Claims

+

Superannuation and Disability Claims

+

Medical Law

+

Public and Product Liability

+

Family Law

We offer TWU members reduced rates for Workers
Compensation and Motor Vehicle Injury Claims.

+

Wills and Estate Planning

+

Employment Law

Call your union on 9328 7477 today for a referral.

+

Commercial Litigation

+

Criminal Law

OFFICE LOCATION:
32 St George Terrace, PERTH
5 Davidson Terrace, JOONDALUP

